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Schwinn Morse Taper Triple Link Pedals  
 

The new Schwinn Morse Taper Triple Link
pedals with special plug-in system that
reliably prevents the pedals from coming
loose.

 CHF 259.00  
      

      

The SDL spindle design is 30-50% larger than the standard, non-threaded design.

The beveled surface is inserted into the crank arm, greatly increasing the strength of the pedal
connection point by providing 360 degree contact and 100 er surface. The spindle end is 50% larger
than standard pedals, greatly increasing strength and reducing the risk of breakage.

Schwinn Morse Taper Triple Link pedals are dual link pedals and compatible with Look, Delta and SPD
systems. Thanks to the toe clips, they can be used with both cycling and sports shoes. In this way, they
offer the user the greatest possible flexibility and provide an authentic riding feeling.

In addition, a basket with straps can be attached to the receptacle of the Look system if required. Due to
the great flexibility of the Schwinn Triple Link pedals, they are ideal for use in the course area or club
sports.

Version 1: Schwinn Pedal Morse Taper Triple Link Delta (SPD-Clip / LOOK DELTA / basket with
strap)
Version 2: Schwinn Pedal Morse Taper Triple Link KEO (SPD-Clip / LOOK KEO / basket with
strap)
Scope of delivery: 1 pair
Color: Red

The new Schwinn Morse Taper Triple Link pedals are compatible with all indoor cycling bikes from the
series Schwinnreg: Authentic Cycling from year of manufacture 2019.

Please note: Not suitable for pedal arms with threaded attachment. Compatible with Schwinn
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Indoor Cycles from production year 2019.
These pedals are only compatible with bikes that have a morse taper crank interface that accepts the
threadless pedals.
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